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This paper proves a conjecture of Thurston on tiling a certain triangular region 
T3u+l of the hexagonal lattice with three-in-line ("tribone') tiles. It asserts that for 
all packings of T3N+I with tribones leaving exactly one uncovered cell, the 
uncovered cell must be the central cell. Furthermore there are exactly 2 u such 
packings. This exact counting result is analogous to closed formulae for the number 
of allowable configurations in certain exactly solved models in statistical mechanics, 
and implies that the configurational entropy (per site) of tiling T3N+I with tribones 
with one defect ends to 0 as N ~ oe. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper  resolves a prob lem raised by Thurs ton  [16]  on ti l ing certain 
t r iangular  regions of the hexagonal  attice with three-in- l ine tiles leaving 
exactly one uncovered cell. The region TN to be tiled is the t r iangular  array 
conta in ing  s+ 1 ( 2 ) cells, where N-1  (mod 3). The region T4 is p ictured in 
Fig. 1.1, a long with a three- in- l ine tile. In  what  follows three- in- l ine tiles are 
called "tr ibones." 
T4 
FIG. 1.1. Triangular region T 4 and tribone tile in hexagonal lattice. 
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If N = 1 (mod 3) the number of cells in TN is also 1 (mod 3), hence in 
any packing of T N by tribones there must be at least one uncovered cell. 
Thurston's problem concerns the location of the uncovered cell. 
THEOREM 1.1. The triangular region T3N+I in the hexagonal lattice can 
be packed with tribones leaving exactly one uncovered ceil. 
(a) In all such packings, the uncovered cell is the central cell. 
(b) There are exactly 2 N such packings. 
These packings consist of concentric rings of tribones about the 
uncovered central cell, and there are two choices for tiling each concentric 
ring with tribones, see Fig. 1.2. 
Thurston [16] raised this problem in discussing combinatorial group- 
theoretic tiling invariants of J.H. Conway, which are also described by 
Conway and Lagarias [3]. Such invariants can be used to demonstrate 
impossibility of tilings of certain regions by a given set of polynominoes. 
Thurston's problem is equivalent to proving the impossibility of tiling any 
region T3N+I-- {one cell} when the cell is not at the center of T3N+I. 
In addition to locating the uncovered cell, Theorem 1.1 counts the num- 
ber of tilings of T3u + 1 consisting of tribones and one extra cell ("defect"). 
The problem of counting the exact number of tilings of various regions by 
simple polynominoes arises in a number of models in statistical mechanics. 
In such models the number of tilings ("configurations") is interpretable as 
a kind of entropy. If R is a region in a lattice consisting of M cells ("sites") 
and C(R) counts the number of tilings of R by a specified set of tiles, we 
define its configurational entropy (per site) to be 
1 
H(R) = ~ log(C(R)). 
FIG. 1.2. Tribone tiling of T4-{central cell}. 
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In statistical mechanics one is generally interested in the limiting value H* 
of H(R) as the region to be tiled becomes arbitrarily large in a suitable 
way; this quantity is called the bulk entropy by Elser [5] and residual 
entropy by Lieb [12]. 
For a number of simple models, such entropies can be found exactly; 
the associated models include many so-called exactly solved models in 
statistical mechanics, see Kasteleyn El0] and Baxter [1]. The simplest of 
these is the dimer problem, which is that of tiling a 2M x 2N rectangle in the 
square lattice with dominoes. It was solved in closed form by Kasteleyn 
[-9] and Temperley and Fisher [ 14]. Dimer problems in other regions of the 
square lattice have been exactly solved, e.g., the "Aztec diamond" region of 
the square lattice solved by Elkies, Kuperberg, Larsen, and Propp E4]. The 
dimer problem has also been studied on the hexagonal lattice, see Elser [-5] 
and references there. 
While we do not claim that there is any interpretation i  crystal physics 
of these tribone tiling problems, Theorem 1.1(b) certainly can be viewed as 
an "exactly solvable" result. In what follows we consider tilings using 
tribones and tiles consisting of a single cell. We call single-cell tiles 
"defects," using the analogy of a crystal, in which defects are impurities. 
COROLLARY 1.1a. The bulk entropy as N--+ oo of the regions T3N+I tiled 
by tribones with exactly one defect is O. 
Indeed Theorem 1.1 implies that H(T3u+l )',~ (2/(9N+ 9)) log 2, which 
goes to zero as N-+ oo. The exact formula of Theorem 1.1 for the number 
of tilings is specific to the regions T3N + 1 with one defect, but we believe 
that the zero-entropy result holds in much greater generality. 
Conjecture 1.2. Let C(TN, r) denote the number of tilings of the 
triangular region T u with tribones allowing ~<r defects. Then the 
configurational entropy 
H(TN, r )=(  N+ 1) -1 2 log C(TN, r) 
has the limit 0 as N--+ oo, provided that r = o(N) as N--+ c~. 
The configurational entropy for tiling regions R in the hexagonal lattice 
with tribones (allowing a small number of defects) depends on the shape of 
the region R. For example, consider an N x N rhombus-shaped region SN 
in the hexagonal lattice. When N= 3M+ 1 this can be tiled by tribones 
with exactly one defect. For example, one may tile the 3M x 3M rhombus 
perfectly in 3 x 3 blocks, and tile the last row and column so as to leave the 
final cell uncovered, see Fig. 1.3 for the 7 x 7 case. It is clear that every 3 x 3 
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FTG. 1.3. Tribone tiling of ~7-{one cell}. 
block can be tiled in two different ways by tribones, hence from these 
tilings alone one has 
C(S3M÷ 1' 1 ) > 2 M2. 
Similar considerations apply to S3M÷ 2, allowing four defects, whence 
1 1 
lim sup ~5 log C(SN, 4) >t ~ log 2, 
N ---} oo 
so the bulk entropy cannot be zero for this limit. 
The dependence of the bulk entropy on the shape of the region was first 
observed for dimers on the hexagonal lattice by Elser [5]. In fact comparing 
the Aztec diamond example of Elkies, Kuperberg, Larsen, and Propp [4] 
with the result of Kasteleyn [9] for the dimer problem shows that this 
effect occurs on the square lattice too. 
We remark that mathematical models for quasicrystals lead to analogous 
counting problems for tilings of regions in simple lattices. An extensive 
description of quasicrystal tiling models appears in Levine and 
Steinhardt [ 11 ] and Socolar and Steinhardt [ 15 ]. Counting problems arise 
in estimating residual entropies, for example, in random tiling models for 
quasicrystals, for which see Henley [8]. In particular two-dimensional 
models for quasicrystals involve tilings by rhombi, triangles, or squares. 
Penrose tilings provide one such model; they have zero residual entropy 
due to the "matching rules" that must be satisfied by such tilings, see 
Elser [6] and G~ihler [7]. The structure of defects in such tiling is 
discussed by Penrose [13]. Choy [2] gives some exactly solvable models 
for two-dimensional quasicrystals. 
Now we outline the proof of Theorem 1.1. Conway's tiling invariants 
in their original form do not directly apply to this problem because they 
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suppose the region to be tiled is simply connected (see Conway and 
Lagarias [3, Theorem2.1]), while in the interesting cases T3~v+l- 
{one cell} is doubly connected. One may overcome this obstable by cutting 
the region T3N+l--{one cell} so that it becomes simply connected, 
provided that the cut does not cut up any tribone in a putative tiling of 
T3u+l -{one  cell}. This means that to rule out a tiling of T3N+I - -  
{one cell} one must consider many possible cuts. However, there exist 
regions T3N+I--{one cell} with the cell not at the center of T3N+I such 
that there exists a cut where the Conway invariants do not rule out a tiling. 
(See Remark 2.3 ft.) Nevertheless we show in Section 2 that suitable cuts 
always exist to rule out T3N+~-- {one cell} if the cell is not the central cell. 
This method further applies to give information on tilings in which the 
uncovered cell is at the center. In particular in Section 3 we show that 
certain edges are always forbidden in such cuts, i.e., these edges must 
always lie inside tribones in a tiling of T3x+l -  {central cell}. This is used 
to characterize the form of allowable tilings, from which an exact counting 
follows. This forbidden edge property is analogous to one found by 
Walkup [17] for tiling rectangles with T-tetronominoes; the proofs of 
Theorem 1.1 and of Walkup's result seem unrelated. 
In the final Section 4 we study signed tilings of T3N+I- {one cell} with 
tribones. Signed tilings of a region R by tribones are tilings which permit 
the tribones to be placed with weights + 1 or -1  allowing overlaps of 
tribones, and require that the total weight of all tribones on a cell to be 1 
if the cell is in R and 0 otherwise. We compare the conditions for tilings 
and signed tilings of tribones on the region T3N+a and on rhombus-shaped 
regions S3N+I and 83N+2 on the hexagonal lattice. For S3N+I-- {one cell} 
and 83N+2- {one cell} a tiling by tribones exists whenever a signed tiling 
exists; this is not the case for T3N+~- {one cell}. 
2. THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE 
For the remainder of the paper we formulate the tribone tiling problem 
as the equivalent problem of tiling a staircase region in the square lattice, 
as done by Conway and Lagarias [3, Sect. 3]. Such a region TN is pictured 
in Fig. 2.1, along with the three versions of the tribone tile in the square 
lattice, which correspond to its three possible orientations in the hexagonal 
lattice. We call these A-, B-, and C-tribones, where A-tribones are horizontal, 
B-tribones are vertical, and C-tribones have cells lying parallel to the line 
X = --y. 
The cell C(i, j) in the square lattice denotes the set 
C(i,j) := {(x, y): i<<.x <i+ 1, j<~ y < j+ 1}, 
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FIG. 2.1. 
[ 





I t  ',7,0) 
Staircase region T 7 and tribone tiles. (The central cell of T 7 is shaded.) 
i.e., cells are labelled by their lower left corner. The staircase region T N is 
the union of all cells C(i, j) having i >~ 0, j >~ 0, and i + j ~< N-  1. With this 
labelling the central cell in T3~+1 is C(N, N). A region R in the square 
lattice is a finite set of cells whose closure is connected. 
In this section we determine the allowable location of a cell C(i, j) in a 
region T3N+I -  {C(i,j)} that can be tiled by tribones. We will use 
combinatorial group theory invariants for tilings given by Conway and 
Lagarias [-3], which we briefly recall. 
First, one associates to a simply connected region R on the square lattice 
a conjugacy class [OR] in the free group F = (A, U) on two generators 
which is called the combinatorial boundary of R. Here [OR] contains all 
words in F that describe the counterclockwise oriented boundary of R, 
using different base points. To explain this more precisely, note that each 
point (x, y)E 7/2 has four nearest neighbors (x+__l, y) and (x, y_+l). A 
directed path P= {(xg, y~): 1 <.i<<.n} is specified by a sequence of points 
(Xi, yi) EZ 2, such that each (xi+l, yi+~) is a nearest neighbor of (x~, Yi). 
Associated to a directed path P is a word W := W(P)= G,G,_ 1"'" G1 in 
the free group F= (A, U) on two generators (U="up,"  A ="across"), 
where each letter Gi+l is A, A -1, U, or U 1 according as 
(Xi+l-Xi, Yi+I- Yi): (1, 0 ) , ( -  1, 0),(0, 1),(0, -1) ,  
respectively. There exists a conjugacy class, denoted [OR], containing all 
words in F representing a closed path in ~2 obtained in traversing the 
boundary of R counterclockwise from any base point. Choosing the base 
point x = (N, 0) of the staircase region TN, the counterclockwise oriented 
boundary of T N starting and ending at x gives a (closed) path in 2~ 2, and 
the word F associated with it is 
63TN (X) :=-ANU-N(A- IU)N .  (2.1) 
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The combinatorial boundary [OTN] is the conjugacy class in F that 
contains OTN(X). 
Second, one associates to a set X of simply connected tile shapes 
("prototiles") a normal subgroup T(Z) of F called the tile group, which is 
the smallest normal subgroup of F containing an oriented boundary of 
each tile shape. For example, all tribone tiles are simply connected, so we 
can define the tile group for tribone tiles. The set Z r = {A, B, C} of tribone 
tiles having the basepoints indicated in Fig. 2.1 has the boundary words 
OA:=A3U-1A-3U, ~B:=AU-3A 1U3 ' ~C:=(AU-1)3(A-1U) 3. 
Hence the tile group T(L~T) for tribone tiles --~r is 
T(ZT)=N((A3U-~A-3U, AU-3A 1U3, (AU- ' )  3 (A-1U)3)), (2.2) 
where N(G) denotes the smallest normal subgroup of F containing G. 
Conway's tiling criterion asserts: A necessary condition for a simply 
connected region R to be tiled by a set of simply connected tiles ~ is that 
[0R] _~ T(Z). 
It is not easy to apply Conway's criterion, in general, because the group 
T(Z) for most tile sets Z" is complicated. However, as shown by Conway 
and Lagarias [3, Sect. 3] and Thurston [16], for the tribone tiling group 
T(Z) there exist non-trivial, easy-to-compute group invariants. They are 
based on a normal subgroup H of F with the properties: 
(1) F/H has a planar Cayley diagram. 
(2) T(Z) is contained in a normal subgroup d of H such that 
H/3 ~ 77 is abelian, and d is also a normal subgroup of F. 
The group H :=N((A 3, U 3, (U-~A)3)) is such that F/H has the planar 
Cayley diagram N(F/H) pictured in Fig. 2.2. 
, ~ ' -x"u  , A" -x~ 
FIG. 2.2. Cayley diagram N(F/H). 
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The group H is the set of words in F corresponding to closed paths 
starting at the labelled origin point in the Cayley diagram. The subgroup 
J of H consists of all words in F whose associated path in the Cayley 
diagram if(F/H) is closed and whose total winding number (taken counter- 
clockwise) around all triangles labelled U in if(F/H) is zero. One has 
"I'(L') _ J and the homomorphism ~0: H ~ Z with kernel J which counts the 
sum of winding numbers around all U-triangles in if(F/H) is an easily 
computable invariant. Conway's tiling criterion then implies the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Tribone Tiling Criterion). A necessary condition for a 
simply connected region R to have a tiling by tribones {A, B, C} is that a 
boundary representative OR ~ H and ~,(OR) = O. 
Proof This follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Conway and 
Lagarias I-3, Eq. 3.10] which shows that T (S )_ J .  | 
The tribone tiling criterion cannot be directly applied to the region 
T3N_ 1 - -{C( i ,  j )}  because in general it is not simply connected. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1(a). Suppose that T '= T3N+I -  {C(i,j)} has a 
tiling Y- by tribones, and that C(i, j) is not the central cell. To prove 
impossibility, our goal is to use the tribone tiling criterion to obtain a 
contradiction. 
To apply the tribone tiling criterion, we must take T' simply connected. 
This we can always do by cutting it along a non-self-intersecting lattice 
path P from the cell C(i, j) to the boundary of T3N+I. By running P along 
the edges of the cell C(i, j) if necessary we may suppose that it starts from 
the northwest corner (i, j + 1) of this cell, and let e be the boundary point 
on T3N+~ it goes to. Let S(P) denote the region T' resulting after this cut. 
The combinatorial boundary [0S(P)] of S(P) is the conjugacy class of F 
containing the OS(P) defined as follows. Let 0T3*N+I represent in F 
the counterclockwise boundary of T3N+~ starting from the base point 
(3N+ I, 0), and factor it as 
OT~'N + I = 1472 W1, (2.3) 
where WI follows the boundary of T3N+ 1up to the boundary point e of P. 
We define 
OS(P) := W2PUA JU-1Ap 1W1, (2.4) 
which encodes the path from (3N+ 1, 0) to e counterclockwise along the 
boundary of T3N ÷ 1, follows the cut in to C(i, j), goes clockwise around 
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C(i, j), then back out the cut, and the rest of the way counterclockwise 
around the boundary of T3N+I. Now S(P) is simply connected in the 
sense of Conway and Lagarias [3], and the tribone tiling criterion 
(Proposition 2.1) applies. If we show that if OS(P)~ H or if ~S(P)e H but 
~9(OS(P))~O, then we may conclude: T3N+I - -{C( i , j )}  has no tiling by 
tribones such that no tribone is cut in two pieces by a cut along the path P. 
Here a path P cuts a tribone T in two pieces if T is an A-tribone or 
B-tribone and a non-boundary edge of T is in P, or if T is a C-tribone 
and two consecutive dges in P lie in T but are not two consecutive 
boundary edges of ST. 
Given a tiling ~--, we call a path P non-splitting for 9- if no tribone is cut 
in two pieces by a cut along P. Our goal is to find a non-splitting path P 
for J -  that yields a contradiction. 
Before constructing such a path, we first show that without loss of 
generality we may reduce to the case that the uncovered cell C(i, j) satisfies 
i + 2j>~ 3N>~ 2i+ j, (2.5) 
i.e., that the cell lies in the shaded region indicated in Fig. 2.3. 
This is possible because the region T3N+I in the hexagonal lattice has a 
symmetry group of order 6. On the square lattice, two of these symmetries 
are the maps 
C(i, j) ~ C(i, 3N-  i - j )  and C(i, j) ~ C(3N-  i - j ,  j). 
It is easy to check that these maps are involutions, and map tribones to 
tribones. Using the first map if necessary to move the uncovered cell from 
C(i, j) to C(i, 3N- i - j ) ,  we may arrange that j>~ 3N- i - j ,  which gives 
+j=N 
1"1o T3N+I 
FIG. 2.3. Symmetry eduction for T10 and for general T3~v+l. 
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the left inequality in (2.5). Then applying the second map as necessary we 
may arrange that i <~ 3N- i - j ,  which gives the rest of (2.5). 
A northwest path P is any path which moves north or west at each step, 
i.e., the word P uses only the letters A-  1 and U, never A or U-1. 
A northwest path P for T3u+ 1 is any northwest path from the northwest 
corner ( i , j+ l )  of cell C(i,j) to the northwest corner Q(0, 3N+t)  of 
T3N+I .  We claim that for any tribone tiling Y- of T3N + 1--{C(i, j)} there 
exists a non-splitting northwest path P. Indeed, it suffices to show, for 
every point (k, l) of the lattice interior to T3N + 1 having k ~< i and l>~j+ 1, 
that if P is a northwest path from (i, j+  1) to (k, l) then one can extend P 
in at least one of the north or west directions without cutting a tribone 
in two. If so, we can by induction extend a northwest non-splitting path 
starting at (i, j+  1) until it hits the boundary of T3N + 1, and then extend 
it along the boundary to (0, 3N+ 1) to give the desired path. Now if from 
a non-boundary point (k, l) of T3N+~ the west edge would cut a tribone of 
Y, it must be either a B-tribone with northwest corner at (k -  1, l+  1) or 
(k -  1, l + 2), or a C-tribone with northwest corner at (k -  1, l + 1) or 
(k -  2, l + 2); and in either case a north move will cut no tribone of Y-. 
Thus a non-splitting northwest path P exists. 
The boundary word 3S(P) given by (2.4) for the region S(P) cut by this 
northwest path is 
OS(P) :=A3N+Iu-3N-1p(UA 1U-aA)P-I(A-1U)3N+I, (2.6) 
since e= (0, 3N+ 1). (Note that if C(i,j) is C(0, 3N) then P is the empty 
word.) 
The tribone tiling criterion applied to OS(P) can be evaluated using 
simple invariants of the northwest path P. The length l(P) of a path P is 
the number of edges in the path. One has 
I(PzP1) = l(P2) + I(P1). 
The horizontal width h(P) of a path P is the change in x-coordinate 
between endpoints, given by x (starting po int ) -  x (final point). One has 
h(P2P~) = h(P2) + h(P~). (2.7) 
For a northwest path l(P) = i + 3N- j  and h(P) = i. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any northwest path P of T3N+I, 
~S(P) ~ H ~ l(P) ~- 0 (rood 3). (2.8) 
Proof. A word W is in H if it corresponds to a closed path in the 
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Cayley diagram f#(F/H). For two words W1, W2 let WI~ W 2 mean 
W1 W2-~e H. Thus is an equivalence relation and, in addition, W1 ~ W2 
implies that for any words Y, Z 
YWIZ~ YW2Z,  (2.9) 
because H is a normal subgroup of F. We wish to decide when OS(P)~ (~, 
the empty word. 
We let W 1 ~ W2 mean that W~ is conjugate to W2 in F, and note that 
W~ ~ W2 implies that Wt ~ ¢ if and only if W2 ~ ¢. 
To begin, using (2.6) 
OS(P)~AU-1p(UA 1U-1A) p-~A-1U 
~ps-1p  1S, 
where 
S:=A-1UAU -a 
is a counterclockwise boundary of a unit cell. By the discussion above, 
Lemma 2.1 is equivalent to showing that 
PS ~P-1S~¢).cz.I(P)=O (mod 3). (2.10) 
We prove the result by induction on I(P). The base cases are 0 ~< I(P) ~ 3. 
One directly checks for the fifteen northwest paths of lengths 0, 1 and 2 and 
3 that PS-~P-~S,,~O only when I(P) is 0 or 3. For the inductive step, 
assume k~>4 and that (2.10) holds for all l(P)<~k-1. Given a path P of 
length k, factor it as P= P2P~ where I(PI)= 3, I (P2)=k-3 ,  where Pa, P2 
are both northwest paths. Then 
ps-Xp-1s = _ p2pxs-1p~lp~ls= P2(PIS-1p~Is) S-1P21S. 
Since 1(P1)=3 one has P1S-1P~-IS~¢, and applying (2.9), with 
WI = P1 S -  1P 1- IS and W 2 = ~b, to the right side of the equation above gives 
PS- 1p - I S ~ P2 S-  1P S 1S. 
Now the inductive hypothesis (2.10) for k -3  applies to P2S-Ip~Is, and 
l(P) =/(P2) (mod 3) implies that (2.10) holds for all l(P)<.k. I 
LEMMA 2.2. For a northwest path P of T3N+I with I(P)=-O (mod 3), 
~(OS(P)) >~ N-  h(P). (2.11) 
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Proof. The winding number definition of ~ implies that 
W 1 ~ m 2 ~ H ~ I//( m 1 ) = ~/(m2).  (2.12) 
Consequently if W 1 e H and W2 ~ H then 
i//( ml W2) = ip( m 1) + ~/(m2) = ~/( W2 ml), (2.13a) 
and if W~ = Y1 W2 Y2 with W~, W2 e H then 
0(W1) = O(W2) + ~b(Y~ Y2)- (2.13b) 
By Lemma 2.1, OS(P)s H. Using (2.6) 
~S(P) ~ U-3NpS-1p I(A-1U)3N+IA3N+Iu -1 
~- (u-3N)(ps-1p-1s)(s- I(A-1U)3N+I A3N+IU 1). (2.14) 
Each of the three factors on the right side of (2.14) is in H, using (2.10) for 
the second factor and S=A-1UAU -~ for the last factor. One has ~p(U -3N) 
= N and, using the Cayley diagram, ip(S I(A-1U)3N+ 1A3N+IU 1)= O, SO 
(2.13) and (2.14) give 
tp(~S(P)) = N+ ~(ps-1p is). (2.15) 
It now suffices to prove that for l(P)=-0 (mod 3), 
O(PS 1p-~s) >~ -h(P). (2.16) 
We establish this by induction on l(P). For the base case one verifies it 
directly for all P of lengths 0 and 3. (Verifying the base case is the crucial 
step in this proof!) Now suppose it is true for all paths with l(P)<~ 3k-3  
and consider l(P)= 3k~> 6. Factor P=PzP1 with l(P) ~< 3k-  3 and 
consider l(P)=3k>~6. Factor P=P2P1 with /(P~)=3. By Lemma2.1, 
P2S-1pf l ssH andP iS  1P~IS~H. Now 
~I(ps-1p 13) = Ip(P2PIS ~P;~P;IS) 
=~t(P2(P1S-1p11s) s 1p;1s ) .  
Using (2.13) one obtains 
tp(ps-1p-1s) = t~(P1S 1P~-~S) +~(P2S-1pf ls) .  
Thus, 
@(PS- 1p- i s )  ~ -h  (P1) - h(P2 ) 
= -h(P~P, )  = -h (P ) ,  
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using the inductive hypothesis on P1 and P2, and (2.7). The induction is 
complete. | 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1(a). If l (P )~ 0 (mod 3) 
Lemma 2.1 shows that the tribone tiling criterion is not satisfied. If l(P) =- 0 
(mod 3) we use the restriction (2.5) on the location of the cell C(i, j). The 
condition 
2i + j<~ 3N <~ i + 2j 
implies that if (i, j) # (N, N) then i~< N-  1. (For i = N forces j=  N and 
i >/N + 1 forces j ~< N-  2 contradicting i ~< j.) Since h(P) = i, Lemma 2.2 
yields 
¢(OS(P)) >~ N-  i>~ 1, 
and the tribone tiling condition is not satisfied. This contradicts the 
assumption that Y- was a tiling. 
We have shown that T3N+I--{C(i, j)} has no tribone tiling if (i, j) 
(N,N). It is easy to see that T3N+I--{C(N,N)} has a tribone tiling, 
arranged by tiling concentric layers T3K+I--T3K_2 in an obvious 
fashion. | 
Remark 2.3. There exist paths P to any strictly interior cell C(i, j) with 
i - j-= N (rood 3) such that the Conway invariants of the path #S(P) given 
by (2.4) yield no information. That is, OS(P) has total winding number 
zero around all A-triangles, all U-triangles, and all hexagons in the Cayley 










I t  (13,0) 
A bad cut P to C(1.7) for T13. (The central cell is shaded.) 
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N = 13 from the northwest corner (1, 8) of the cell C(1, 7) to the boundary 
point (0, 13). Here P = U9A - 2 U- 2A U 2. 
In particular such examples how that proving Theorem 1.1(a) requires one 
to find nonsplitting paths having some special properties. 
3. COUNTING TILINGS: FORBIDDEN CUTS 
Let TNK+I denote the region T3K +1 translated so that its central cell is 
N N located at C(N, N). Then R3x+l := TNK+~ -- T3K_ 2 is a ring-shaped region 
centered at C(N, N). In this section we establish the following result. 
THEORFM 3.1. All tribone tilings of  T3N ÷ 1 -- { C(N~ N)} consist of tribone 
N N N tilings of concentric ring-shaped regions R3x + l := T3K+I--T3K_ 2 centered 
at C(N,N),for I <<,K<<,N. 
Theorem 1.1(b) is an immediate consequence of this theorem, because 
N clearly has exactly two tilings by tribones, so the total number each R3K + 1 
of tribone tilings of T3N+ 1--{C(N, N)} is 2 u. 
Call a tiling Y of T3u+I -  {C(N, N)} of the type permitted by 
Theorem 3.1 a concentric tiling. Concentric tilings have the property that 
certain edges in the hexagonal lattice version of T3N+ 1 are always covered 
by tribones of Y. In the square lattice these correspond to edges always 
covered by interior edges of A-tribones and B-tribones and to points 
always covered by cutpoints of C-tribones. The horizontal edges in T3N+I 
always covered are those connecting (x -  1, y) to (x, y) with 
2x+ y<~3N+l 
x<<. y (3.1) 
x - y - 2 (rood 3), 
which are always covered by B-tribones of ~--. The threefold symmetry of 
T3N+I in the hexagonal lattice yields similar conditions for edges and cut- 
points covered by A- and C-tribones. These forbidden edges and cutpoints 
for T10 are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is to show directly using the 
methods of Section 2 that any tiling ~-- of T3N+I -  {C(N, N)} covers this 
set of edges and cutpoints, i.e., they are forbidden in any non-splitting path 
for 9-. In turn this forces the tiling ~- to be concentric. Using the threefold 
symmetry of T3N+I the proof is reduced to the case (3.1). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is by induction on K, with the 
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F1G. 3.1. Forbidden edges and cut points in Tlo. 
inductive hypothesis that any tribone tiling of T3N+I -- { C(N, N)} contains 
N N _T  N for I<~L<~K. tribone tilings of R3L  + 1 = T3L+ 1 3L--2, 
Call a point (x, y) satisfying (3.1) a break point. The condition x-y  =-2 
(mod 3) ensures that any northwest path P from (x, y) to (0, 3N+ 1) has 
I(P) =0 (mod 3). We wish to show that the edge moving west from any 
break point is forbidden in a non-splitting cut. For this purpose, we first 
prove a strengthening of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be any northwest path with I(P)=-O (rood 3)from 
(x, y) to (0, 3N+ t). I f  P=QA -1 where Q is a northwest path, then 
~b(es 1p-1s) > -h(P) = -x ,  (3.2) 
where S = A-  a UA U -1. 
Proof We proceed by induction on I(P) = 3k, noting that PS 1p 1S ~ H 
by Lemma2.1. The base cases where l (P)=3 are checked by direct 
calculation, noting that x~> 1 since P contains the letter A -1. (This is 
the critical step in this proof!) For the induction step (see Fig. 3.2), factor 
Q = Q2Q1 with l(Q2)= 3. Then 
~(PS- IP- IS) = ~(Q2 Q IA - 1S- 1AQ ~ aQ 2 ~S) 
= ~(Q2S-~(SQ1A -1S-1AQ1 ~) Q2aS) 
=~b(Q2S-aQ;1S)+~(Q1A aS-1AQ~-IS), 
where the last equality follows using (2.13). The first term on the right is 
>t-h(Q2) by Lemma 2.2 (using (2.16)) and the second is > -h(Q1A -1) 
by the inductive hypothesis. Thus 
~p(PS-~P- ~S) > -h(Q2) - h(QiA - 1)  = --h(P), 
completing the induction step. | 
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(N - K, N+2K+I) 
IP l 
(N - K, y) 
I 
(N, N) 
(N- K, N-K) 
(o,o) 
I1 
FIG. 3.2. Induct ion  step. 
We use Lemma 3.1 to establish the base case K= 1 of the induction. 
First, it implies that the edge from (N-1 ,  N+ 1) to (N, N+ 1) must be 
covered by a tribone in a tiling 3- of T~N+~-- {C(N, N)}. For if not, there 
would exist a northwest path P for Y-- with P = QA -1. Since l(P)= 0 
(mod 3), using (2.15) gives 
~(c3T3N+ ~(P)) = N+ ~(PS ~P-IS) 
>N-N=0,  
by Lemma 3.1, and this violates the tribone tiling criterion, a contradiction. 
Second, only a B-tribone can cover this horizontal edge. An A-tribone 
never blocks a horizontal edge, and while interior corners of C-tribones can 
cover this edge, such a tribone would cover the empty cell C(N, N), a 
contradiction. Third, we use the symmetry C(i, j )~  C(j, i) to conclude 
similarly that an A-tribone covers the edge (N+ 1, N -1)  to (N+ 1, N). 
Finally the symmetry C(i, j) ~ C(3N-  i - j ,  j) shows that (N+ 1, N+ 1) 
must be an interior vertex of a C-tribone of the tiling. These three condi- 
tions can only be satisfied if these A, B, and C tribones tile R4. The K= 1 
step of the induction is complete. 
For the induction step, we suppose that any tilings J-  of T3N+I-- 
N {C(N,N)) by tribones have all the ring-shaped regions R3L+I tiled by 
N tribones, for 1 <~L<~K. Thus the region V*---T3N+I- T3K+I has a tiling 
582a/63/2-13 
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N Now consider any break point ~'-N by the tribones of ~- outside T3K+I. 
(x, y) on the vertical eft side of TNK+ 1, i.e., (x, y )= (N--K, y) with 
N-K~ y<~N+ 2K+ I 
N -K -y - -2  (mod 3). 
We claim that the horizontal edge to (x -  1, y) is a forbidden edge of V*. 
Suppose not. Then we may assume that this edge is not covered in Y-*, 
and the argument of Section 2 guarantees that we can extend it to a 
northwest path P of T3N+~ that is non-splitting for Y-*, i.e., P=QA -~ 
for a northwest path Q. Now a cut along P makes the region V* simply 
connected, and the cut region V*(P) has a tribone tiling Y'*. The tribone 
tiling criterion (Proposition 2.1) legitimately applies to give $(OV*(P))= O, 
where 
~V*(P)  -~. A 3N+ 1 u -3N-  1pz P- I(A -- 1 u )3N+ 1, (3.3) 
N where Z is a word describing the clockwise oriented boundary of T3K+I 
starting at (N -K ,  y), i.e., 
Z...~. uY -N+KA 3K- I (u -1A)3K+I  uN+2K+I- -Y  
Now we have using (2.13), 
$(OV*(P)) = t~(A 3N) + I]/(U -3N) + I~I((A -- 1u)3N)  -'[- O(AU-1PZP-IA-1U) 
=~b(AU-~PZP-~A 1U)+ N. (3.4) 
Now, since (N-- K, y) is a break point, U y -N+K-1  ~ H and U N÷2K-y+I  ~ H'~ 
hence applying (2.13) repeatedly to the expression for Z gives 
$(A U- 1PZP- ~ U) 
= ~¢(uY--N+K--1) .~_ ~I(uN+2K - y+ 1) 
+$(A-3K)+$((U-1A)3K)+tp(AU-1PUA ~U-1Ap ~A-aU) 
= --K+ t~(ps-1p-1s). 
Combining this with (3.4) yields 
~k(OV*(P)) = N-K+ ~b(PS-1p-1s). (3.5) 
Since P= QA -1 by hypothesis and I(P)=0 (mod 3), Lemma 3.1 yields 
~(ps-1p-1s) > -h(P) = K -  N. 
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With (3.5) this gives ¢(0V*(P))>0, contradicting the tribone tiling 
criterion for Y--*. The claim is proved. 
Since the edge from (N-  K -  1, y) to (N -  K, y) is forbidden, it must be 
covered by a B-tribone. An A-tribone can't cover a horizontal edge, and a 
C-tribone having a cut-point at (N -K ,  y) contains a cell in TUx+l. Now 
using the entire set of breakpoints (3.1) with x = N-K  shows that all cells 
C(N-  K -  1, y) must be covered by B-tribones of J *  for 
N-K<~ y<<,Nq- 2K+ 1, 
and by counting the number of cells covered by these B-tribones, which is 
3K+ 3, exactly one of the cells C(N-K-  1, N -K -  i) and C(N-K-  1, 
N+2K+2)  must also be covered. Applying the symmetry operator 
C(i, j) -~ C(3N-  i - j ,  i) of order 3, we conclude that the other two sides of 
R3K+ 4N ~-  T3K+ 4N --TNx+I contain rows of A-tribones and C-tribones, 
respectively, drawn from ~-*, and these cover 9K+9 cells in all. 
N Consequently ~-- contains a tiling of R3K+4, and the induction step is 
completed. | 
4. SIGNED T IL INGS 
Let R be a finite region in the square lattice. A signed tiling of R by 
tribones consists of a finite number of tribones placed in the lattice 
(possibly with overlaps), with each tribone assigned a sign of + 1 or -1 ,  
such that for each cell C(i, j) in Z 2 the sum of the signs of the tribones 
covering C(i, j) is + 1 if C(i, j) ~ R and 0 if C(i, j) ¢ R. 
There is a simple criterion for the existence of signed tilings of 
T3N+ 1- -  {one cell}. 
THEOREM 4.1. The region T3N+I- {C(k, l)} has a signed tiling if and 
only if 
k=- l -N  (mod 3). (4.1) 
Proof To show the necessity of (4.1), assign every cell C(i,j) in the 
square lattice a cell weight ~i where ~ is a nontrivial cube root of unity. We 
add up cell weights in the finite field 2vC~]/(3)~-Z[x]/(l+x+x2 , 3)2 
GF(3). The sum of cell weights covered by any tribone is zero in GF(3); the 
same holds for signed tribones. This implies that for any region R having 
a signed tiling by tribones, the sum of its cell weights must be zero in 
GF(3). Now it's easy to group cells to check that T3N+I has cell weights 
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adding up to ~N. Hence the uncovered cell C(k, l) in a signed tiling of 
T3u+l -  {C(k,l)} must have weight ~N, and this gives the necessary 
condition 
k = N (rood 3). 
Next, we use a similar argument assigning C(i, j) the weight ~J, to conclude 
that 
l -= N (mod 3) 
is also a necessary condition for a signed tiling. Thus (4.1) must hold. 
To prove the sufficiency of (4.1), suppose that a signed tiling exists for 
T3N+ 1--{C(k, l)}. Add to this signed tiling the tribone covering {C(k, l), 
C(k, l + 1), C(k, l + 2)} with sign 1 and the tribone {C(k, l+ 1), C(k, l + 2), 
C(k, l + 3)} with sign -1 .  If C(k, l + 3)e T3N+I this gives a signed tiling 
of T3N+ ,-- {(k, l -  3)}. In similar fashion we can move the uncovered cell 
to (k -3 ,  l), C(k + 3, l), or C(k, l -  3). Starting from the known tiling of 
T3N+I-{C(N,N)} it is clear that by this process we can move the 
uncovered cell to any C(i, j) satisfying (4.1). | 
It is interesting to contrast the possibilities of tilings and signed tilings 
for the staircase regions T3N+I-- {C(i, j)} with those of the square regions 
S3N+a--{C(i,j)} and S3N+z-{C(i, j)  } where SN consists of all cells 
C(i,j) with O<<,i, j<~N- I .  (The regions SN correspond to rhombus- 
shaped regions in the hexagonal attice.) The signed tiling criteria are 
similar for square regions and the staircase region. 
THEOREM 4.2. (a) 




The region $3N+1--{C(i, j)} has a signed tiling by 
i= j  = - 0 (mod 3). (4.2) 
The region $3N+2--{C(i,j)} has a signed tiling by tribones if and 
i - j=2  (mod 3). (4.3) 
Both results are established analogously to Theorem4.1. We 
omit the details. | 
The square regions have entirely different behavior than 
{C(i, j)} with respect o tilings by tribones. 
T3N + 1 -- 
THEOREM 4.3. A region of the form S3N+I -{C( i , j )  } or S3N+2-- 
{C(i,j)} has a tiling by tribones if and only if it has a signed tiling by 
tribones. 
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FIG. 4.1. Tribone tiling in $5-- {C(2, 2)}. 
Proof This is easily estabished for S3N+ t -  {C(i, j )} by an explicit con- 
struction. For $3N+2- -{C( i , j )}  explicit constructions exist which are 
slightly more subtle. We indicate one for $5 - {C(2, 2)} in Fig. 4.1; it can 
be extended to cover all other cases of $3N+2. These tilings use only A and 
B tribones. We omit further details. | 
How does one account for the differences in the behaviour of tilings and 
signed tilings for the triangular regions TN versus the rhombus-shaped 
regions SN? In the case of the triangular region, there are edges in three 
directions, at 120 ° angles to each other, and the edge effects are inter- 
dependent in a way that greatly restricts possible tilings. This results in 
zero bulk entropy for tilings and a disparity between allowable tilings and 
signed tilings, In the case of rhombus-shaped regions, there are edges in 
two directions, and both tilings and signed tilings essentially use only 
tribones oriented in these two directions. The problem of tiling rhombus- 
shaped regions with tribones behaves similarly to the dimer problem; the 
effects of the two edge directions are independent, and the bulk entropy is 
positive. Compare Elser [5]  for a similar heuristic. 
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